BABYCHINO Baby Wrist Rattle & Foot Finder Socks - Infant
Developmental Sensory Toy for Boys and Girls from 0 to 6 Months
Old - Cute Garden Bug Edition 4 Piece Set Review-2021

Design based off scientific studies into the sensory development of babies - Auditory, tactile,
hand-eye co-ordination & facial recognition
Hand-eye co-ordination & fine motor skills - smiling bugs encourage baby to reach and interact with
hands and feet
Auditory stimulation - Rattles inside each bug make gentle rattle sounds
Focus & attention - Bright and contrasting patterns
Touch & tactile senses - Butterfly and Bumblebee wings have crinkly material insideBabies love
Babychino, and so will you!
Mothers trust in Babychino products
All babies should be given the best possible start in life
Help babies meet early milestones effortlessly whilst having fun and exploring
The Babychino Foot Finder Socks and Wrist Rattle Toys are too irresistible for a curious baby
Babychino takes care and pride in our products
Trust
Science-based design to promote sensory developmentReach early milestones such as finding tiny
baby feet
Quality
Quality craftsmanship Gentle velcro straps for wrist rattle bracelets
Safety
Product has undergone rigorous safety testing to meet American baby toy standardsSafe in the
mouth of a teething baby
Did you know that some customers use this as a Guilt-Free distraction?
Parents needs a little break every so often - Babychino offers a fun and simple distraction for baby
when mom or dad need to focus or relax
Portable and light weight - take with you and baby everywhere
Use Babychino Foot Finder Sock & Wrist Rattle Toys as a simple distraction whilst mom and dad:
- Have a simple cup of coffee
- Travel in the car
- Grocery shopping
Rest assured with this guilt free distraction as baby will be learning and developing whilst engaging
with this product
Meet one of our Babychino Baby Models - isn't he just wonderful?
Engage
Fun
Curious
Cute
Care instructions
Gentle hand wash in warm soapy water recommended. Rinse wellWash before first useSupervise
baby whilst product in useAvoid use if product faulty
One size fits most babies
0 - 2 months (room to grow into product)
3 - 4 months (fits most babies well)
5 - 6 months (may not fit bigger babies) Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo code, discount code
2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value for money.

